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Abstract
Carbohydrates are present in the form of starch and sugars in our food. The three major antioxidant vitamins are betacarotene, vitamin C, and vitamin E. Beta carotene, like all carotenoids, is an antioxidant also a scavenger of singlet
oxygen. The main cause of vitamin C loss from food is leaching, which transfers vitamin C to the cooking water, which
is decanted and not consumed. Vitamin E is found naturally in some foods, added to others, and available as a dietary
supplement. The blood of the animals also contains the various clotting factors that significantly involved in the
processes or events related the blood cancer or diseases. The major type of the protein in the system of vertebrate in the
blood is the fibrinogen. The blood of the human also contains the various clotting factors that significantly involved in
the processes or events related the blood cancer or diseases. The thrombolytic activity of the food extracts remains
unclear and not completely studied yet. Different factors are involved in clotting of the blood. Different compounds in
foods promoted the clotting of the blood by activating the calcium. This review helpful for the investigation of the novel
compounds in many plants that are used to treat the large number of diseases as well as to understand the nature of
compounds that reduce the production of the free radicals in the particular cells.
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INTRODUCTION
Carbohydrates are present in the form of starch
and sugars in our food. Presence of fat in food is
indicated when food wrapped in paper turns oily after
releasing its moisture content The three major
antioxidant vitamins are beta-carotene, vitamin C, and
vitamin E. Beta carotene, like all carotenoids, is an
antioxidant. β-Carotene is a strong antioxidant and also
a scavenger of singlet oxygen. Scurvy is a disease
resulting from a deficiency of vitamin C [1].
Another cause of vitamin C loss from food
is leaching, which transfers vitamin C to the cooking
water, which is decanted and not consumed. Vitamin E
is found naturally in some foods, added to others, and
available as a dietary supplement [2, 3]. Vitamin E
supplementation in infants might reduce the risk of
some complications, such as those affecting the retina,
but they can also increase the risk of infections.

Platelets are the type that are present in cells of blood.
When vessels present in the bloods broken normally
that leads to activation of the platelets by a certain
stimuli which are present in the blood. When platelets
become activate that initiates a process in the blood
called aggregation of platelets. When there is more
platelets to be activated that also causes the thrombosis
[4].
The blood of the animals also contains the
various clotting factors that significantly involved in the
processes or events related the blood cancer or diseases.
The process of the clotting in biochemical ways
involved the process of the coagulation in the blood [5,
6]. These have taken important value in the process of
the clotting. RBCs of the blood has multiple functions
in the body but the most important performed by them
to the transport of the gases such the oxygen as well as
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the carbon dioxide. The major type of the protein in the
system of vertebrate in the blood is the fibrinogen [7].
Composition of Food
The presence of carbohydrates in food can be
tested using a dilute iodine solution, an indication of the

presence of starch is shown by black-blue colouration.
Presence of protein in food is tested using a solution of
copper sulphate and caustic soda. If the solution turns
violet, proteins are present [8].

Table-1: Shows nature the antioxidants and their sources

Role of Beta-carotene as source of Foods
Beta carotene, like all carotenoids, is an
antioxidant. An antioxidant is a substance that inhibits
the oxidation of other molecules; it protects the body
from free radicals. Some studies have suggested that
those who consume at least four daily servings of beta
carotene rich fruits and/or vegetables have a lower risk
of developing cancer or heart disease. It is also a
provitamin A as it can be converted into retinol. In
commercial cherry tomato varieties, β-carotene content
reached 1.2 mg per 100 g FW. Bioaccessibility of βcarotene from raw tomatoes was reported to be about
0.1%. Studies demonstrated the photoprotective effects
of β-carotene on photooxidative damage and sunburn in
humans [9, 10].

Role of Vitamin C in Foods
Vitamin C or ascorbic acid (AsA) is a
naturally occurring organic compound with antioxidant
properties, found in both animals and plants. Without
this vitamin, collagen made by the body is too unstable
to perform its function and several other enzymes in the
body do not operate correctly. Vitamin C chemically
decomposes under certain conditions, many of which
may occur during the cooking of food. Vitamin C
concentrations in various food substances decrease with
time in proportion to the temperature at which they are
stored. Cooking can reduce the vitamin C content of
vegetables by around 60%, possibly due to increased
enzymatic destruction. Longer cooking times may add
to this effect [11, 12].

Fig-1: Shows the biosynthesis pathway of ascorbic acid or vitamin C
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Role of Vitamin E
“Vitamin E” is the collective name for a group
of fat-soluble compounds with distinctive antioxidant
activities. Naturally occurring vitamin E exists in eight
chemical forms (alpha-, beta-, gamma-, and deltatocopherol and alpha-, beta-, gamma-, and deltatocotrienol) that have varying levels of biological
activity vitamin E deficiency is rare and overt

deficiency symptoms have not been found in healthy
people who obtain little vitamin E from their diets .
Premature babies of very low birth weight (<1,500
grams) might be deficient in vitamin E. Vitamin E
supplementation in these infants might reduce the risk
of some complications, such as those affecting the
retina, but they can also increase the risk of infections
[13, 14].

Fig-2: Shows the interrelation between of vitamin C and E
Role of Chemical compounds in Animal studies
A study of the dogs demonstrated that juice of
the food antioxidants decreased the reduced
aggregation of platelets due to presence of compounds
in the onion called flavonoids especially quercetin.
There are certain benefits of using onion in the diet. It
has antioxidants that are helpful in the prevention of
disease such as coronary thrombosis that causes clot in
the vessels of blood, and to prevent atherosclerosis.
Particularly, onion has been used in a study to reduce
aggregation of platelet by a variety of agonists in
vitro and in vivo.
The significance of the factors that directly
involved in the process of the clotting reflected the
phenomenon of separation as well as laboratory
purification of the factors. Some of the recent research
scientifically showed that if one of the component or
factor that makes the significant portion of the blood
lacking, then certain modification occurs in the system
as studies in vitro. These studies reflected the other
image of the factor that involved in the clotting by
growing them in the laboratory. If any of the patient
needs the factors or demands, then artificially prepared
factors in the synthetic experiments based the
laboratories would work effectively. But this little or no
permanent solution for the long or prolong period to
meet the all reaction carry of the body in a right

direction for the synthesis of the different compounds
formed in the process of the metabolism [15, 16].
Previous studies showed that three clotting
factors of the blood that significantly involved in the
process of the clotting. These included most effective
and biologically part of the blood that makes the full
composition of the blood is the fibrinogen or the type I.
This factor mainly the primary or basic factor due to
which the all reaction of the clotting depends in a
synergistically with biochemical to the each other. If
this factor is missing in the blood, then the process of
the coagulation would not be occurs and all of the
important events that would be occurs and not given a
response from the type of the factor. The other part of
the blood involved in the process of the clotting mainly
prothrombin or type II of the factor. This type or part of
the blood that makes the significant composition of the
blood. The last or least important parameter or factor in
the process of the clotting mainly the hemophilia A, II
VIII. These have much more the taken important value
in the process of the clotting [17, 18].
Animal body clotting compounds and their role
The main clotting types of the factors that
significantly much involved in the biochemical nature
of the clotting help to control the bleed areas as well as
then then repairs them in terms of the biochemistry as
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investigated in the experiments would performed by the
scientists. If any of the important and mandatory factor
that significantly involved in the clotting, then overall
changes would appears biochemically, there are then
chances to bleeding that areas in which severe of the
bleeding occurs, chances of the cancer of the of the
blood occurs [19, 20].
When more of the free radicals in the body,
these readily attack on the RBCs which finally cannot
supply the oxygen to the different parts of the body
[21]. The red types of the onions contains more of the
flavonoids and more of the supply of the oxygen to the
body. The white type of the onions contain fewer
amounts of the flavonoids and less of the supply of the
oxygen to the body. It leads to the deaths of the RBCs
due to the more of the stressed faced by the cells of the
blood. It is important to keep use the onions in the diet
as mandatory part of the food to prevent the cells of the
body from the cancer as well as the other diseases such
as cardiovascular [22].
The blood of the human also contains the
various clotting factors that significantly involved in the
processes or events related the blood cancer or diseases.
The blood of the human gets punctured due to the
injury as well as the serious events, then the process
started that continues the blood allow effectively
releasing the blood from the veins from of body of the
human [23, 24]. Major type of the leakage in the veins
of the body of the human, then there is need to sealed
the important and vendor veins of the body of the
human. Previous data reported that biochemical types
of the leakage of the events that majorly occurring in
the blood. If there small leakage or small amount of the
blood releases from the main and mandatory part of the
veins, then system of the body would also take the
major action to supply the blood to the injured areas.
But major events that seen in the history of the past that
causes the majorly occurring severe types of the deaths
of the human [25].
Previous studies reported that severe form of
the disease associated to the clotting factor included the
hemophilia. When this disease occurs at the most
advanced and alarming stage, then means any of the
factor that is involved in the clotting is mistakenly
missing in the blood or might not be work possible due
to severe defect in the protein. When very low
formation of the clotting occurs, then the chances for
the hemophilia would be occurs in a way that leads to
defects in the formation of the gene that is directly
linked to the genetic level making of the body. When
there no formation of the protein that linked to the
process of the clotting, then there fewer chances of the
factors that effectively work with to the special protein.
Formation of proper clot important to keep fine and
maintenance of the chemicals and other substances in
the blood [26].

The most severe type of the hemophilia
included the defect occured in the eight factor clotting.
This type of the defect also the most dangerous for the
formation of the clot formed in the cells of the body.
This type of the factor would either transmitted through
genetically from the group of the parents to the children
by causing them a severe defect in the gene which
ultimately causes the other defects in the factors that
effective for the formation of the clots. Some of the
studies in the laboratories investigated that the factor
that is produced artificially by the scientists would
useful for the short time of the period and not taken for
the longer period. It might be the change occurs in the
cells of the blood at the genetic formation occurs in
growth of the baby, then DNA might be lost some of
the characters that are important for the formation of the
clotting. In some of the experimental studies in rats for
investigation of the clotting experiments, clotting
occurs in the cells but not longer time at the level of the
cell [27].
Role of Animal Fibrinogen
Fibrinogen protein that directly involved to the
formation of the clot. It also takes the greater advantage
as compared to the other group of the proteins as it
possess glycoprotein nature that makes the suitable
complex with the special types of the carbohydrates.
Once the fibrinogen formed in the cells of the blood or
its formation predominantly formed in the cells of the
liver, then synthesis of the clotting would started in the
whole of the blood. Then, it circulated to the different
routes from blood to the various parts of the body.
These have much more the taken important value in the
process of the clotting. It is also directly targeted to
cells of the harmful attacked to the liver. It makes the
clot when there is an injury occurs and need to clot the
blood [28].
The other major type of the factor that directly
involved in the process of the clotting mainly the
prothrombin. These included the most effective and
biologically part of blood that makes the full
composition of the blood [29-32]. Its formation also
occurs in the cells of the liver. If the liver damage as
well as injured due to the chemicals and the attacks of
the harmful viruses occurred , then this type of the
factor not properly synthesized in the cells of the liver
due to more formation of the harmful substances in the
participation of the liver. If this type of protein not
synthesized in the cells of the liver, then the process of
the clotting would takes the longer the time for going to
the situation of the clotting. Formation of proper clot is
very important to keep fine and maintenance of the
chemicals and other substances in the blood. It is the
only possible when this type of the factor working in
the liver for taking the proper action of clotting [32-35].
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Fig-3: Shows the steps involved in animal blood clotting

CONCLUSION
There are many diseases that have been treated
by the using the medicinal plants. These diseases
included the cancers, diabetes and many inflammatory
diseases. These diseases are not completely treated yet
with the medicines that are used as the chemicals. Many
plants contain variety of compounds such as the
flavonoids that are not completely studied. This review
article helpful for the investigation of the novel
compounds in many plants that are used to treat the
large number of diseases as well as to understand the
nature of compounds that reduce the production of the
free radicals in the particular cells.
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